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Byzantine Generals Consensus Problem

5
[Mike Maloney,
Hidden Secrets of Money]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SF362xxcfdk


Exercise with 2 Generals 

6
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Byzantine Generals Solutions

• Lamport et al.’s Byzantine Generals Problem publication, 1982

• Solutions may exist under various assumptions but they are expensive in amount of time and 

messages required

• Oral messages: No solution with fewer than 3f+1 generals can cope with more than f traitors (no solution for 3 

generals including 1 traitor)

• Signed message: No solution with fewer than f+2 generals can cope with more than f traitors

• One potential implemented solution is called Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) by Castro 

et Likov in 1999. It requires to have a membership list and selection of a leader in a round-robin 

fashion, thus it isn’t fully permissionless. Each party maintains an internal state. When a party 

receives a message, they use the message with their internal state to run a computation. This 

computation will lead to this party’s decision about the message. Then, the party will share the 

decision with all other parties in the network. The final decision is determined based on the total 

decisions from all parties. A high hashrate is not required in this process because PBFT relies on the 

number of nodes to confirm trust. Once enough responses are reached, e.g., more than two-third, 

the transaction is verified to be a valid transaction: there is no need to wait for confirmations. 
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Asymmetric Cryptography

• 1973: Cocks’ Implementation of Asymmetric Cryptography

• Random generation of a key pair:
• The private must be kept secret

• The public key can be released publicly to verify a message signed by the private key or 
to encrypt a message that only the owner of the private key can decrypt

• A crypto wallet can be used to easily create key pairs
• Be careful of not losing the generated files and keep them secure as well as your 

recovery passwords

• Hardware wallets are better against unmaintained daily used computers

• Exercise with https://www.myetherwallet.com/

• Usually a cryptocurrency account address is derived from hashing the public key 
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Hash

• A hash function is any function that can be used to map data of arbitrary size to data of a fixed size.

• Some hash function are said to be secure when they are collision-resistant, which means that it is very 

hard to find data that will generate the same hash value.

• Secure Hash Algorithms (SHA) are a family of cryptographic hash functions published by the National 

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as a U.S. Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS)

• SHA-0: A retronym applied to the original version of the 160-bit hash function published in 1993 under the name 

"SHA". It was withdrawn shortly after publication due to an undisclosed "significant flaw" and replaced by the 

slightly revised version SHA-1.

• SHA-1: A 160-bit hash function which resembles the earlier MD5 algorithm. This was designed by the National 

Security Agency (NSA) to be part of the Digital Signature Algorithm. Cryptographic weaknesses were discovered 

in SHA-1, and the standard was no longer approved for most cryptographic uses after 2010.

• SHA-2: A family of two similar hash functions, with different block sizes, known as SHA-256 and SHA-512. They 

differ in the word size; SHA-256 uses 32-bit words where SHA-512 uses 64-bit words.

• The SHA-256 hash function is used within the Bitcoin network in two main ways: mining and creation of 

Bitcoin addresses
9



Relation between Bitcoin Keys and Address
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[Ken Shirriff]



Proof-Of-Work (PoW)

• 1993: Cynthia Dwork and Moni Naor’s Proof-of-Work against SPAM

• Given some data, find a nonce that will generate a hash starting with X zeros

• The higher X is, the higher difficulty

• Many combinations must be tried before the nonce is found and it requires 

computing power, also known as hash power

• Bitcoin tries to maintain a difficulty leading to a solution found in around 10 

minutes
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Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
• 1999: Napster music sharing application

• P2P system is a distributed system where tasks or workloads are provided 
by peers or nodes.

• An attack-resistant incentive mechanism must exist to avoid the “tragedy of 
the commons”, a situation in a shared-resource system where individual 
users acting independently according to their own self-interest behave 
contrary to the common good of all users by depleting or spoiling that 
resource through their collective action.

• There are different types of P2P systems.

• BitTorrent has been acquired by TRON cryptocurrency and DLT
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Bitcoin Main Building Blocks
• The first combination of existing building blocks to solve distributed consensus 

and double-spending without a central authority thanks to a blockchain with PoW

• 31/10/2008, Satoshi Nakamoto’s Bitcoin solution publication using several major 
building blocks:
• 1973: Cocks’ Implementation of Asymmetric Cryptography

• 1982: Leslie Lamport et al.’s Byzantine Generals Problem

• 1991: Linked cryptographic timestamps

• 1993: Cynthia Dwork and Moni Naor’s Proof-of-Work against SPAM

• 1994: Nick Szabo’s Smart Contract

• 1997: Adam Back’s HashCash

• 1998: Nick Szabo’s BitGold and Wei Dai’s B-Money

• 1999: Peer-to-Peer Networks (Shawn Fanning’s Napster)

• 2001: SHA-256

• January 12th 2009, first Bitcoin transaction from Satoshi Nakamoto to Hal Finney
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Bitcoin Whitepaper

[bitcoin.org, 10/31/2008]



Bitcoin “Ideology”
• Born in 2008 amid the turmoil of the 2008 financial crisis

• Satoshi Nakamoto (unknown identity)

• “The central bank must be trusted not to debase the currency, but the 

history of fiat currencies is full of breaches of that trust. Banks must be 

trusted to hold our money and transfer it electronically, but they lend it 

out in waves of credit bubbles with barely a fraction in reserve.”                           

[Satoshi Nakamoto, Feb. 2009]

[Mashable.com]
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Satoshi Solution Vision

• “What if I could turn a bank inside out? Instead of one central party 

controlling the ledger, what if every user were recruited to maintain a 

constantly updated copy?”

• Copy instantly the ledger on all participating nodes and exclude the one 

that doesn’t agree with the masses

16
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Double Spending Problem of Digital Currencies

• Digital resources are easy to copy

• Networks are noisy and transmission across networks is far from 

instantaneous

• Fraudsters may give several times the same digital coin before all ledgers 

are updated
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Blockchain
• A block usually contains several signed transactions

• The block also contains the hash of the previous block

• The miner or validator must check that the transactions signatures are valid as well as 
their content, e.g., the payer signer has still enough cryptocurrencies to pay

• When PoW is used, as in Bitcoin, the miner has to spend resources to find the nonce that 
will generate a hash of the current difficulty required by the distributed system

• When the nonce is found, the block is submitted to other peers for inclusion in the blockchain after 
their validation and usually considered confirmed after a number of future blocks have been added, 
e.g., usually 6 blocks for Bitcoin

• Several computers may find valid nonces at similar times and may propagate their new block to 
other peers. Thus, some peers may end up with different new blocks due to network delays creating 
a so called “soft fork” of the blockchain. The hash difficulty helps slowing down the number of 
potential soft forks and gives time for the peers to reach a consensus on the blockchain with most 
blocks.

• The miner may be rewarded by an agreed number of cryptocurrencies and/or fees specified in the 
transactions

• Other consensus algorithms may be used such as Proof-of-Stake (PoS) or ones based on 
Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT)…

• All have their own advantages and disadvantages: faster but more centralized, prone to some 
attacks…18



Bitcoin Blockchain Overview

19 [Simply Explained Savjee]



Hardfork Overview

20 [Simply Explained Savjee]



Blockchain Exercise with https://anders.com/blockchain/

21 [anders.com]
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Bitcoin Theoretical 51% Attack
• “A majority attack (usually labeled 51% attack or >50% attack) is an attack on the network. This attack has a chance to work 

even if the merchant waits for some confirmations, but requires extremely high relative hashrate.

• The attacker submits to the merchant/network a transaction which pays the merchant, while privately mining a blockchain 

fork in which a double-spending transaction is included instead. After waiting for n confirmations, the merchant sends the 

product. If the attacker happened to find more than n blocks at this point, he releases his fork and regains his coins; 

otherwise, he can try to continue extending his fork with the hope of being able to catch up with the network. If he never 

manages to do this, the attack fails, the payment to the merchant will go through, and the work done mining will also go to 

waste, as any new bitcoins would be overwritten by the longest chain.

• The probability of success is a function of the attacker's hashrate (as a proportion of the total network hashrate) and the 

number of confirmations the merchant waits for. For example, if the attacker controls 10% of the network hashrate but the 

merchant waits for 6 confirmations, the success probability is on the order of 0.1%. If the attacker controls more than half of 

the network hashrate, this has a probability of 100% to succeed. Since the attacker can generate blocks faster than the rest 

of the network, he can simply persevere with his private fork until it becomes longer than the branch built by the honest 

network, from whatever disadvantage.

• No amount of confirmations can prevent this attack; however, waiting for confirmations does increase the aggregate 

resource cost of performing the attack, which could make it unprofitable or delay it long enough for the circumstances to 

change or slower-acting synchronization methods to kick in. A majority attack was more feasible in the past when most 

transactions were worth significantly more than the block reward and when the network hashrate was much lower and prone 

to reorganization with the advent of new mining technologies.

• A majority attack has never been successfully executed on the Bitcoin network, but it has been demonstrated to work on 

some small altcoins.”
22
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Other Public Blockchain Attack-Resistance

• The following altcoins are known 

to have been successfully 

attacked with the 51% attack: 

NEM, Verge, Bitcoin Gold, 

ZenCash…

• As we have seen, with a 

Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) 

approach, no more than 33% of 

the network participants can be 

malevolent to maintain the 

system’s integrity. 

• NEO, which uses delegated BFT, 

has been down several times 
23



Bitcoin Issues (at time of writing)
• Fears that Bitmain may be close to approach 51% of total Bitcoin hashrate

• Risk of other hardforks due to divergence in the Bitcoin developers community

• Consensus is only confirmed probabilistically with increased probability as new blocks are 
added

• Concentration of wealth
• 97% Bitcoins are only held by 4% of addresses

• Satoshi Nakamoto may have at time of writing 1 million Bitcoins (6 billion $) over the maximum 21 
million Bitcoins

• No enforced Know Your Customer (KYC) for Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and Counter-
Terrorist Financing (CTF) (although not anonymous)

• Used at best as store of value or worse as a speculation tool instead of “electronic cash”

• Performance doesn’t scale as its use increases in contrast to (theoretically) IOTA and 
Cardano

• Only around 7 transactions per second and it has already been congested

• Lightning networks (offchain sidechains) help in this regard

• Alex de Vries’ study found that Bitcoin mining uses roughly the same amount of electricity 
as the entire nation of Ireland24



Proof-of-Stake (PoS) and Delegated PoS

• Alternative consensus to Proof-of-Work (PoW) without mining.

• In PoS, users may stake some of their coins to be able to become the peer who 
will be selected as next block validator and potentially earn the transaction fees

• Selection by account balance would result in undesirable centralization because 
the single richest member would have a permanent advantage as it gets richer.

• Different versions: random selection, stake age-based selection (number of coins 
stake multiply by the time they have been staked, when selected, time reset to 
0)…

• PoS alternatives consume less energy and reach higher TPS but they have also 
still to prove their attack-resistance in real open public settings like PoW so far.

• Ethereum is trying to move from PoW to PoS with its Casper protocol.

• In Delegated PoS (DPOS), as in EOS, token holders don’t vote on the validity of 
the blocks themselves, but vote to elect delegates to do the validation on their 
behalf.
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Proof of Stake (PoS) vs. Proof of Work (PoW)

26
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Agenda

• Understanding the technology behind DLT

• Overview of current DLT development platforms

• How to select the most appropriate DLT for a specific dApp 

• Overview of current cryptocurrencies and tools

• Initial Coin Offering (ICO), Token Generation Event (TGE) and 

tokenomics

• DLT trends
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Chinese 
Permissionless 
Blockchain Ranking
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• CCID is a research institute 
working for the Chinese 
Ministry of Industry and 
Information Technology

• Ranking based on:
• Technology

• Application

• Innovation

• August 2018 example:



Stellar vs. Ripple
• Both oriented towards payment/financial transactions

• Limited set of methods possible compared to Ethereum but less chance for bugs with 

limited possibilities

• Ripple, more centralized with chosen validators and coins controlled by a 

company looking for profit, 1500 TPS to upgraded to Visa 50000 TPS 

(although much use under 2000 TPS)

• Stellar, more decentralized validators and non-profit vision to end poverty , 

still 1000 TPS

• Its consensus is based on

federated BFT
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Stellar consensus
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Smart contracts beyond payments: Ethereum
• Although Bitcoin has some possibilities for scripts, it has been focused on payment 

transactions smart contracts and are Turing-incomplete

• A Turing-complete language means that it can approximately simulate the computational 
aspects of any other real-world general-purpose computer or computer language. 

• In 1994, Nick Szabo coined the term “smart contract”, a computer protocol intended to 
digitally facilitate, verify, or enforce the negotiation or performance of a contract, with the 
aim to provide superior security to traditional contract law and to reduce other transaction 
costs associated with contracting: “code is law” (although it is not true because smart 
contracts aren’t part of current laws and the cost of lawyers with knowledge in DLT is 
pretty high)

• In 2013, Vitalik Buterin et al.’s Ethereum has been the first DLT to propose a new DLT for 
Turing-complete smart contracts and any decentralized applications beyond payments. A 
co-founder of Ethereum, Charles Hoskinson created later Cardano.

• Although it is generally assumed that transactions and smart contracts once deployed in 
the blockchain are immutable, other DLTs like EOS keep the option to mutate them and 
hardforks may happen even in Ethereum because current Ethereum is a fork of 
Ethereum Classic that reversed the results of the DAO hack.
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DAO
• A decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) is an organization that is run through 

rules encoded as computer programs called smart contracts.

• For example, token holders may vote to influence the decisions made by the computer program.

• The DAO, which launched with $150 million in crowdfunding in June 2016, and was 

immediately hacked and drained of US$50 million in cryptocurrency. This hack was 

reversed in the following weeks, and the money restored, via a hardfork of the Ethereum 

blockchain. This decentralized bailout was made possible by a majority vote of the 

blockchain's hash rate.

• The precise legal status of this type of business organization is unclear, which means 

potentially unlimited legal liability for participants, even if the smart contract code or the 

DAO's promoters say otherwise.

• Malta is the first country that has voted laws in 2018 to give a legal personality to DAO but 

other countries, e.g., the USA, have considered DAO tokens as illegal offers of 

unregistered securities.
32



Tokens

• There are 3 main types of crypto tokens.

• Payment token: cryptocurrencies as means of payments such as Bitcoin, 
although it has become a store of value or means of speculation, as 
stablecoins or as digital version of fiat money (inconvertible paper money 
made legal tender by a government decree)

• Utility token: tokens that are needed to use the functionalities of a DLT or 
dApp (decentralized application) such as Ether

• Security token: tokens that represent assets such as participations in real 
physical underlyings (stock, commodity, financial product…), companies, 
or earnings streams, or an entitlement to dividends or interest payments. In 
terms of their economic function, the tokens are analogous to equities, 
bonds or derivatives.
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Smart Contracts Overview
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Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)

• Blockchains are only a subset of Distributed Ledger Technologies 
(DLT).

• Another type of DLT are solutions relying on DAG rather than 
blockchain: IOTA, Hashgraph, Constellation, Fantom…

35
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IOTA
• Launched via an ICO in 2015, IOTA DAG is called tangle

• Advantages:
• No transaction fee but a new transaction must verify two older transactions (checking there is 

no conflict and finding the right hash)

• Performance improves as more transactions are added: it scales with the number of nodes in 
the network (in contrast to Bitcoin)

• Same as in Bitcoin, there is confirmation confidence as the branch confirming the 
transaction grows 

• Remaining issues:
• Closed source coordinator to prevent subtangle generation but unknown when the network will 

be big enough and if it will be resistant to 

• Have used proprietary cryptography rather than peer-reviewed ones

• Small Internet of Things (IoT) nodes may not be able to hash although IOTA initial targeted IoT

• Turing-incomplete

• Low probability of accepting dishonest transaction, which may be an issue, especially for 
payment use-cases

• Exercise with Vaibhav Saini’s simulator here: https://hackernoon.com/a-beginners-
ultimate-guide-to-dags-7fc0dd7f39a2
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IOTA Overview

37
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Hashgraph
• Hashgraph is a DAG approach relying on a “gossip about gossip” protocol patented by Swirlds and invented by Leemon Baird

• Every node can spread signed information, called events, on new owned transactions and transactions received from others to 

its randomly chosen neighbors.

• Neighbors aggregate received events with information received from other nodes (including when and from whom) into a new 

event, and then send it on to other randomly chosen neighbors. This process continues until all the nodes are aware of the 

information created or received at the beginning. Due to the rapid convergence property of the gossip protocol, every piece of 

new information can reach each node in the network in a fast manner.

• The history of the gossip protocol can be illustrated by a directed graph, i.e., each node maintains a graph representing 

sequences of forwarders/witnesses for each transaction.

• By performing virtual voting, each node can determine if a transaction is valid based on whether it has over two-thirds of nodes

in the network as witnesses. The assumption is that less than a third of nodes are Byzantine (nodes that can behave badly by 

forging, delaying, replaying and dropping incoming/outgoing messages).

• Advantages: It works well in permissioned settings reaching over 100000 TPS with mathematically-proven fairness via 

consensus time stamping instead of blockchain consensus, whose confirmation probability only increases as blocks are added

• Disadvantages: Its attack-resistance in permissionless settings based on PoS has still to be proven.

• It has successfully done its ICO in 2018 in order to move to permissionless use-cases with a platform called Hedera.38



Hashgraph Overview

39
[Mike Maloney,
Hidden Secrets of Money]
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Decentralize Applications (dApp) Requirements
• As presented previously, different DLT platforms have different 

advantages and disadvantages for dApp development and 
production:

• Peer-reviewed

• Transaction per seconds (TPS)

• Attack-resistance

• Turing completeness

• Permissioned or permissionless

• Programmability

• Popularity

• Sustainability

• Interoperability

• However, the first requirement to check is to know whether a DLT is 
needed or not!
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DLT Business 
Ecosystem

42

• [Blackmooncrypto.com]

https://news.blackmooncrypto.com/the-blockchain-ecosystem-v3-six-months-after-the-hype-ca14e9879001


Non-financial
Use-Cases of
Blockchain

43

• [Medici]



Blockchain versus Database
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DLT Decision Flowchart Exercise

• There are several flowcharts 
to help deciding if the use-
case under consideration 
would benefit from a 
blockchain. Although we 
have already seen above 
that blockchain is only a 
subset of DLT, we assume 
that the following blockchain 
decision flowcharts can also 
be mainly applied to DLT.

• Which one seems the most 
appropriate to you?
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US DHS DLT Decision Flow Chart
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WEF DLT Decision Flow Chart
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Programmability
• The following questions may be asked when selecting a DLT:

• Does the DLT uses a well-known programming level with high-level bug and security checks?

• Does the DLT provides an Integrated Development Environment (IDE)?

• How big is the developers community?

• Are all the DLT components open-source?

• Are there any restricting patents?

• Does the DLT use peer-reviewed cryptography?

• How many other projects/dApp have successfully used the DLT?

• How many projects/dApps built with the DLT have been successfully attacked due to bugs or security holes?

• Does the DLT have a testnet separated from the mainnet?

• Is it easy to use the testnet?

• Does the DLT have a detailed blocks/transactions explorer?

• Does the DLT provide an open-source wallet?

• Is it possible to create privatenets for testing purposes?

• Does the DLT have an emulator?

• Does the DLT have an active open-source repository?

• Including a test suite (unit tests…)?

• Including active bugs treatments? 

• Including detailed documentation, at least in English?

• Including tested templates, e.g., ICO smart contracts or tokens generation templates (ERC20, NEP-5…)?
48



ERC20 Overview
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Cardano Overview
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Main DLT Overall Comparison

51

Name Paypal Visa Bitcoin Bitcoin Cash Ethereum NEO EOS Stratis Komodo ICON Cardano Hyperledger Fabric Ripple Stellar IOTA Hashgraph Hedera

Type Private Private Blockchain Blockchain Blockchain Blockchain Blockchain Blockchain Blockchain Blockchain Blockchain Blockchain Blockchain Blockchain DAG DAG

Consensus n/a n/a PoW PoW PoW dBFT DPoS PoS dPoW LFT PoS Different types possible 80% of approved validators fBFT/FBA/SCP Tangle Hashgraph + PoS

Current decentralization none none Medium Medium High Low (OnChain) Medium Low Medium Low (LoopChain) Planned Possible but more for private Very low Medium Low (until coordinator-less) Planned (Swirlds)

Public attack-resistance n/a n/a High Medium High Low (until more use) Medium Medium Medium Low (until more use)Medium (until full release) Possible but more for private Medium Medium Low (until coordinator-less) Planned

Liveness or safety n/a n/a Liveness Liveness Liveness Safety Safety Liveness Liveness Safety Liveness Depending on the chosen type Safety Safety Liveness Liveness

Own tokens n/a n/a Mining Mining ICO/Mining ICO ICO ICO ICO/Mining ICO ICO n/a Company allocation Company allocation (unbanked)ICO ICO

TPS (Visa usual needs 2000 TPS) 200 50000 7 61 15 1000+ 3000+ 20000 20000 3000+ 10 (planned for thousands) Depending on the chosen type (max. 700) 1500 1000 1500 (real-time stress much lower) 100000

Sidechain n/a n/a Lightning n/a Raiden, Liquidity n/a n/a Yes Planned n/a Planned n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Crosschain n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a Planned n/a n/a Planned Planned Planned n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Open-source No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Planned Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes but patented

Programming language n/a n/a C++ C++ Solidity C#, Python… C++ C# C++ Python Haskell, Plutus, Solidity… Golang Javascript Javascript, Java, Go… Java, Javascript, Python Java, Solidity

Coding difficulty given available IDE n/a n/a Medium High Medium Easy Medium Easy Medium Low Medium Medium Medium Easy Easy Medium

Permission Private Private Public Public Public Public Public Public Public Public Public Private (and public in theory) Private Public Public Public

Smart contract n/a n/a Limited Limited Yes Yes (500 GAS to deploy) Yes Yes Not yet Planned Yes Yes Limited to finance Limited to finance Yes

Transaction cost e.g., 2,9% + fixed fee e.g., 1,5% + fixed fee Medium Low Medium Low (if below 10GAS) Low (may need renting bandwidth)Low Low Planned (Low) Planned (Medium) Depending on the chosen type Planned (Low) Low None Medium

KYC/AML for its own currencies Yes Yes No No No No No No No KYC & AML KYC n/a Yes No No KYC & AML

KYC/AML for other created tokens n/a n/a n/a n/a Not yet Planned Not yet Helpers Helpers Planned Not yet Not yet Not yet Helpers Not planned Not yet

Privacy n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a Yes (option) Yes (option) n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a

Community Private Private Big Small (but influent) Big Medium Big Small Small Small Medium Medium (backed by IBM…) Medium (backed by banks…)Medium Medium Medium

Peer-reviewed Private Private Yes No Yes No No No No No Yes No No Yes No Yes

Number of dApps/tokens/use-cases n/a n/a Medium Not planned High Low Medium Low Low Very low Planned Medium Low Low Medium Medium

Upgrades n/a n/a PoS, sharding, plasma Decentralization, refactoring, zero-knowledge proof Coordinator-less, smart contracts

• Checkout the table in the Excel file annex



DLT Recommendation Summary
• Permission-based

• If to be tied to a company isn’t an issue:

• If relations with legacy banks is important: Ripple

• else: Hashgraph

• else for an open-source customized blockchain: Hyperledger Fabric

• Permission-less
• If it concerns payment transactions: Stellar

• For Turing-complete smart contracts:

• If Transactions Per Second (TPS) matter now: EOS

• If own tokens generation and ecosystem matter more than TPS: Ethereum

• Good candidates when ready:

• Cardano

• Hashgraph Hedera (if its attack-resistance get scientific peer-review and its 
patent constraints are non-blocking)

• If it concerns rapid prototyping: NEO

• If privacy features are needed: Stratis or Komodo
52



DLT Evaluation Exercise

• Pick a token that hasn’t been evaluated in the slides and 

prepare a short evaluation presentation

53



dApp/project Exercise

• Think of a project that would benefit from be being built with a DLT

• Prepare a presentation arguing why the project would benefit form 

being built with a DLT and which DLT development platform would 

be the most appropriate

• Depict the overall technical architecture of the project and its main 

Application Programming Interface (API)
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• DLT trends
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CoinMarketCap 2013-2017
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473 million $
Bitcoins hack



CoinMarketCap 2014-2018
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South Korea
crackdown on its major

crypto exchanges



CoinMarketCap Bitcoin Dominance
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CoinMarketCap 
Top Tokens
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BitScreener Crypto Market Heatmap
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Cryptocurrencies Search Volume and Traffic

• Bitscreener Top Searches

• Google Trends

• SimilarWeb
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Crypto
Wallets
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Exercise with My Ether Wallet (MEW)
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Blockchain/DLT Explorers
• Each DLT should have has its own explorer to:

• Watch the block/transaction feed

• See transaction history of a given address

• See input and output of transactions

• Check the current utility token fee for transactions

• …

• Bitcoin Explorers:
• https://live.blockcypher.com/btc/ with current fees estimates

• https://www.blocktrail.com/BTC

• Ethereum Explorers:
• https://etherscan.io/

• https://ethplorer.io/ especially if interested by the ERC20 tokens of an address

• Other explorers:
• https://neotracker.io/ NEO

• https://eostracker.io/ EOS

• https://www.coinfirm.io/ risk explorer for Bitcoin and Ethereum addresses66

https://live.blockcypher.com/btc/
https://www.blocktrail.com/BTC
https://etherscan.io/
https://ethplorer.io/
https://neotracker.io/
https://eostracker.io/
https://www.coinfirm.io/


Blockchain.com Bitcoin Hashrate Distribution
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Risks of Crypto Trading
• Centralized exchanges own the private keys and may be hacked or disappear (it 

has happened several times)
• They have to carry out KYC and AML on your profile and the identity information that you 

give them may be used for identity theft

• Person-to-person trading, also known as Over The Counter (OTC), is risky 
because the trader may try to cheat or steal you

• https://localbitcoins.com/ may help regarding OTC

• In some countries, such trading may involve high and complicated taxes or may 
even be forbidden.

• Cryptocurrencies are highly volatile and periods of large gains have already 
happened

• ICOs are even riskier because there have been lots of scams and a lot of 
marketing is spent to make them appealing

• Due to lack of regulations, laws and use of remote locations for exchanges and 
ICOs, legal recourses may be impossible.
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Biggest Cryptocurrencies
Hacks and Scams



Agenda

• Understanding the technology behind DLT

• Overview of current DLT development platforms

• How to select the most appropriate DLT for a specific dApp

• Overview of current cryptocurrencies and tools

• Initial Coin Offering (ICO), Token Generation Event (TGE) 

and tokenomics

• DLT trends
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Difference between ICO and TGE
• Initial Coin Offerings (ICO) are associated to projects proposing a 

way to profit to the tokens buyers who are therefore more considered 
as investors

• The generated tokens are most likely considered as security tokens

• In many countries, selling securities require to comply to laws and 
regulations, sometime including how it should be publicly communicated

• Token Generation Events (TGE) concern tokens that are generated 
to use the functionalities of the system

• The generated tokens are most likely considered as utility tokens, especially 
if the system where they can be used already exists at time of the TGE

• There are many legal aspects to take into account to minimize the risks of 
having a TGE be reclassified as an illegal sale of securities and in each 
country where the tokens are sold.

• Thus, having legal advice from lawyers specialized in ICOs/TGEs is 
mandatory anyway71



History of ICOs

72
[elementus.io]



Cumulative 
ICOs Funding
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Token Sales Evolution
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Tokenomics
• The tokenomics concern the economics of the generated tokens.

• What will they be used for (utility, voting rights, shares…)?

• What will be their initial price?

• Are there any discounts based on time, quantity bought…?

• How many will be generated?

• Is there a maxcap (maximum money raised when the event is stopped)? a softcap (minimum 
money raised for the project to continue, otherwise refund)? 

• Depending on whether or not the maxcap will be reached at the end of the generation event, 
what will happen to the remaining tokens (burnt, reallocated proportionally to the existing 
token buyers, kept for another TGE…)?

• How and when will they be generated (auction type, by smart contract…)?

• Are there any fees kept (for account creation, transaction fees in case of refund…)?

• What will be their distribution?

• How many for the team? Any vesting periods? How many reserved for the company, private 
sale, pre-sale, crowdsale…?

• How many given as bounty (online marketing tasks, security holes…) and airdrop (sent to a 
selection of crypto addresses)?

• Are there interests or more tokens generated via mining, staking, masternodes or other 
contributions to the system?

• What will be the use of proceeds of the TGE and roadmap?75



Main Steps of an ICO/TGE
• Definition of the tokenomics including team and advisors allocation

• Legal aspects validated by a legal partner specialized in ICO/TGE (selection of appropriate 

countries and nationalities, drafting contracts, legal aid throughout the project…)

• Creation of the whitepaper, other marketing documents, Website and specific online channels

• Selection of the ICO/TGE and smart contract platform most suited to the project according to:
• functionalities envisaged by the potential decentralized application (dApp) or project

• clients and investors targeted by the ICO/TGE

• Creation, validation and audit of the smart contract in collaboration with expert DLT developers

• Specialized digital marketing that will attract and convince token buyers with the help of online 

reputation management (ORM) to select the most influential media whilst respecting 

regulations communication constraints
• If allowed, management of the bounty program: from translations to buzz and paid advertising

• Pre-ICO/TGE to contact and convince important investors (private sale, pre-sale…)

• Opening of the ICO/TGE smart contract to the crowdsale with required KYC and AML checks

• Safety and good practices during the ICO/TGE (beware of phishing, denial of service…)

• ICO/TGE ongoing e-reputation monitoring and optimization of investment visits conversions

• After ICO/TGE (release of the tokens, connection with exchanges if allowed…)76



ORM applied to ICO/TGE

• ICO/TGE and cryptocurrencies value are strongly impacted by the news
• « Buy the rumor, sell the news »

• Fear, Uncertainty and Doubt (FUD)

• SCAM

• Bounty

• Fear Of Missing Out (FOMO)

• Pump & Dump (https://pumpdump.coincheckup.com/)

• Therefore it is an advantage to use Online Reputation Management 
(ORM) to 

• Know important news before the others in order to buy or sell at the best time

• Identify fake news

• Optimize ICO/TGE and cryptocurrencies digital marketing

77
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ORM Monitoring Example

78 [Seigneur]



Litecoin ORM Sentiment Analysis Example

79 [Seigneur]



Exchanges ORM Sentiment Analysis

80 [Seigneur]



IOTA Breakout Reason?

81

Microsoft « partnership » news



NEO Value Evolution Reason?
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FUD NEO ?



ICOBench
Pricing
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Significant ICO/TGE Marketing Budgets

84 [TSM Global – 20 ICOs reverse engineered (Nov. 17)]
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Overall ICO/TGE Budget (without dApp/MVP)
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Project Management
$62 500

10%

Legal
$100 000

16%

Marketing
$300 000

49%

Technical (TGE/ICO 
Smart Contract, 

Website and Security)
$150 000

25%



ICOBench Success Score (ISS)
• The more the user has participated to successful ICOs in the 

past, the higher score

• Example https://icobench.com/u/marcelo+garcia+casil
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ICO Listing Case Study:
• Non-attack resistant score algorithm based on the following 

criteria and if available manual score by experts evaluators
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ICO Listing Case Study:

• “Smith + Crown is an independent research firm, not a marketing platform. 
We do not offer any token sale marketing services. Projects cannot buy 
their way onto our curated list or pay for published content.”

• Criteria:
• “Primary team member identity. We are looking for projects that have transparent and 

verifiable identities.

• The state of development. We are looking for projects that have public project code or 
working minimal viable projects. We will also consider pre-product stage projects with 
detailed white papers and modest raise amounts.

• The quality of the white paper. We are looking for white papers that provide detailed 
information about the business plan and the proposed technology. White papers that 
are primarily marketing or crowdsale documents will likely not qualify.

• The presence of existing development expertise.”
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ICO Listing Case Study: 

• Paid service, e.g., Basic Review (20 pages for around 7000$)

• Apparently quite unbiased even if paid given the negative 

aspects found in the reports

89



Token ORM on 
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CoinGecko.com
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ICO Listing Case Study:

• Interesting scorecard: https://goo.gl/ssKWT6

92

https://goo.gl/ssKWT6


ICO Listing Case Study:

• No clear indication on their Website that their badges (Platinum, 

Gold…) are only paid features without further evaluation

• Their first Platinum badge was given to the Monkey Capital ICO 

considered as “SCAM”

93



Monkey Capital ICO SCAM
• https://steemit.com/cryptocurrency/@goldseek/beware-of-

monkey-capital-and-its-monkey-daniel-harrison
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Archive.org

• Tool used to retrieve old versions of Websites
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Always double-check team and advisor profiles
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Summary of influential sources listing ICO/TGE

• In-depth reports that seem unbiased
• Smith + Crown

• CryptoBriefing

• CoinCheckup

• CoinGecko

• Picolo Research (Astronaut.Capital)

• Hacked.com

• ICORating (even if paid reports)

• On YouTube:
• Crush Crypto

• The Crypto Lark

• Chico Crypto

• Sources that cover more ICO/TGEs but less reliable than the above ones
• Listing sites: TokenMarket, ICOBench, ICOAlert, CoinSchedule

• On YouTube: Ian Balina
97



Traditional Media for ICO/TGE/Cryptocurrencies
• The well-known traditional media (Forbes, The Wall Street Journal, The New 

York Times, Bloomberg Technology, Huffington Post…) or digital media 
(Twitter, YouTube, Medium, The Verge, TechCrunch…) are important for 
ICO/TGE online reputation but the application domain has its own specific 
media

• Not all traditional media mention ”Sponsored Article”

• For example, 100$ may be paid to get an article posted on the Huffington 
Post
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« Monkey Capital » Huffington Post Article
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Other Influential ICO/Crypto Media
• Short news articles

• CoinDesk, CoinTelegraph, CryptoCoinsNews

• Exchanges
• Ascending influence for the occidental market:

• EtherDelta, HitBTC, Binance (paid marketing options available), Bittrex, CoinBase (GDAX)

• Blogs platforms
• Steemit (with its own blockchain and cryptocurrencies: STEEM…)

• Messengers
• Telegram

• Discord

• Full magazine
• ICOCrowd

• Forums and social networks
• BitcoinTalk

• Reddit (subreddits specialized on cryptocurrencies)

• Github100



CoinBase Security Law Framework for Tokens

• CoinBase lists few tokens but gives high visibility to them being 
the most well-known exchange in the USA

• Being based in the USA, CoinBase doesn’t want to list illegal 
securities tokens and provide interesting resources to assess 
the likelihood of a coin to be considered as a security (although 
legally outdate because written in 2016)

• An online form:  https://goo.gl/WhKn1x

• and a recommendation report: 
https://www.coinbase.com/legal/securities-law-framework.pdf
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CoinBase ICO/TGE Recommendations
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CoinBase ICO/TGE 
Recommendations 
(2)



CoinBase ICO/TGE Recommendations (3)
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CoinBase ICO/TGE Recommendations (4)
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CoinBase ICO/TGE Recommendations (5)
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CoinBase ICO/TGE Recommendations (6)
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ICO/TGE Exercise

• Prepare a presentation highlighting the main steps of your 

ICO/TGE

• Budget and planning

• Tokenomics

• Main whitepaper sections

• Main marketing selling points

• …
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Agenda

• Understanding the technology behind DLT

• Overview of current DLT development platforms

• How to select the most appropriate DLT for a specific dApp

• Overview of current cryptocurrencies and tools

• Initial Coin Offering (ICO), Token Generation Event (TGE) and 

tokenomics

• DLT trends
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Security Tokens ICOs
• Security tokens and SAFT agreements are growing in popularity

110



Platforms to Tokenize Assets

• They argue to help compliance with existing regulatory 

frameworks.
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Sidechains and offchain
• Several DLT platforms try to improve their performance by adding 

mechanisms external to the blockchain.

• When the blockchain is directly used, the action is called onchain. 
Otherwise it is called offchain.

• Some offchain actions may not be tracked onchain although their end 
results must still be compatible onchain.

• Sidechains are of different types, e.g., an external smaller chain protected 
by cryptography may be created to enforce some transactions between 2 
or more parties and then its results may be synchronized on the main 
blockchain. They are called Lightning Networks in the Bitcoin system. 

• Another option may be that the external transactions are enforced and 
protected by Trusted Execution Environments (TEE) or Trusted Platform 
Modules (TPM) such as done in the Reputaction patent-pending hardened 
crypto-wallet.
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Lightning Networks
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[Simply Explained Savjee]



Beyond ICO-only KYC and AML Checks
• Initially, no KYC/AML checks was done, even at ICO stage

• Same for mining rewards, any miner without KYC/AML could gain coins

• Thus, some criminals may hold older tokens and coins

• If someone gets coins/tokens from them, they become linked to transactions 
made with these criminals due to the trackability of most coins/tokens

• We have seen that some services exist to compute the risk in crypto addresses 
such as CoinFirm

• Due to many countries asking now for KYC/AML  and risks of prosecutions, 
most ICOs enforce KYC/AML before releasing their coins/tokens to their 
investors/buyers

• The trend is that KYC/AML should be enforced each time tokens/coins are 
transferred between parties at smart contract level

• Stellar smart contracts already have the possibility to enforce KYC/AML before any transfer
114



Decentralized Identity/KYC/AML
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Risky Token
Smart contract

Reputaction Token
Smart Contract

Payer Reputaction
KYC, AML & Risk

Decentralized App

transfer X tokens to address Y

transfer X Reputaction tokens to address Y

has address Y passed KYC & AML?

transfer if enough X tokens

No KYC & AML checks, risk of 
money laundering

KYC, AML & 
Risk

Providers 
(CoinFirm, 

Yoti, 
Blockpass…)

certificates cache
periodic update

transfer if enough X tokens and passed KYC & AML
(optionally if the risk level is below a threshold)

if not cached

Comparison between a 
traditional risky smart contract 
and Reputaction KYC&AML-
enforced smart contract



HTC Exodus
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SIRIN Labs (1)
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SIRIN Labs
(2)
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Payer’s hardened 
crypto wallet

Payee’s hardened 
crypto wallet

Payer
Reputaction

KYC, AML & Risk
Decentralized App

If KYC/AML/Risk certificates of address Y are valid, 
store in the payee’s hardened crypto wallet either 
the private key owning the X Bitcoins or a signed 
Bitcoins transaction of X

offchain offline transfer of certificates and X Bitcoins on hardened crypto wallet address Y to payee’s address

store in hardened crypto wallet X Bitcoins to address Y from onchain address Z and
request KYC/AML/Risk certifications for address Y

store KYC & AML certifications for address Y
(optionally a certificate about its risk level)

check if  address Z has passed KYC & AML (optionally if its risk level is low)

onchain transfer X Bitcoins from address Z to hardened crypto wallet address Y

(optionally contact
external KYC, AML &
Risk Providers )

(optionally contact
external KYC, AML &
Risk Providers, e.g.,
Blockpass, Coinfirm… )

if KYC/AML/Risk check of address Z is successful

confirm payment outcome and update of remaining fund
on the payer’s crypto wallet

Reputaction
Bitcoin
offline

transaction
simplified
example

once reconnected update
risk in payer and payee



Privacy Coins
Comparison (1)
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Privacy
Coins
Comparison
(2)
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Blockchain
Tracking
Food
App
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Centralized
vs
Decentralized
Exchanges
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Decentralized
Exchanges
Examples
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Quantum Computing Attacks

127 [NIST]



Thanks for your attention!

Jean-Marc.Seigneur@reputaction.com

Follow me on Twitter or Instagram 
@reputaction
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